Appendix 7:
Timeline of Major Events

The following is a selection of major events in China’s history. As with any timeline, countless events have been omitted here; this timeline serves to give the reader a general sense of
the vast tapestry that is China’s history.

Prehistory
c. 6000 bce: first production of jade objects
c. 3500 bce: early settlers in the Yellow (Huang) River Valley
3200 bce: horse domesticated on southern Russian steppes
3000 bce: silk first produced in China
c. 2500 bce: jade objects made into discs and squares (bi and cong); placed around bodies in tombs

2100–1766 BCE: Xià  Dynasty
1766–1045 BCE: Shaˉ ng ଚ Dynasty
The Xia dynasty is the earliest recorded dynasty in the history of China. During this legendary period, according
to Chinese mythology, the Earth was created by the giant bird-like creature called Pangu, human life was created
by the goddess Nüwa, and the three sage-sovereigns and five emperors developed civilization and culture. The
existence of the Shang dynasty was confirmed by the discovery of the “oracle bones”—bones of cattle or turtle
shells engraved with characters that were used for divination. Most of what we know about life during these
periods comes from archeological findings, such as the tombs of rulers and other elite figures. The Shang dynasty
left us with the first known writing system and, with it, rich historical records.
c. 1300—c. 1200 bce: “Transition Period” in archaeology, characterized by the separation of the
Shang settlement at Anyang from an earlier one based in Zhengzhou (c. 1500—c. 1300 bce),
south of Anyang
c. 1200 bce: first characters written on oracle bones
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1045–256 BCE: Zhoˉu ਼ Dynasty
The longest-reigning dynasty in Chinese history. Confucius would later idealize the Zhou as China’s lost classical
age. The Zhou was characterized by both internal and external strife. Its nearly eight-hundred history is divided
into the Western Zhou (1045–771 BCE) and the Eastern Zhou (770–221 BCE) periods; the Eastern Zhou is further
subdivided into the Spring and Autumn period (770–476 BCE) and the Warring States period (475–221 BCE).
1045 bce: conquering of Shang dynasty by the Zhou dynasty; first instance of the “Mandate of Heaven”
(justification of reign by divine right)
1000–600 bce: songs in Classics of Poetry (Book of Songs) written
1045–771 bce: reign of Western Zhou
900–800 bce: Classic of Changes (I Ching) written down
771 bce: King of Zhou killed; Zhou flee to Luoyang
770–221 bce: reign of Eastern Zhou

770–476 BCE: Spring and Autumn ⾟ Period
475–221 BCE: Warring States  Period
The Spring and Autumn period, named for the Spring and Autumn Annals, and the Warring States period that
followed are remembered for their political chaos as well as the “Hundred Schools of Thought” that came out of that
chaos. This era saw the birth of several philosophical schools that have remained influential throughout Chinese history: Confucianism, Mohism, Legalism, and Daoism (Taoism). Shang Yang (Lord Shang) (390–338 BCE) instituted a
series of penal laws in the state of Qin that would play a significant role in the unification of China in 221 BCE. Although his laws were harsh, the “Grand Historian” Sima Qian later recorded that people “rejoiced because one could
leave something in the road without it being stolen, the mountains sheltered neither robbers nor brigands, families
were well provided for, and men had their sufficiency.” Smaller and weaker states were conquered by larger states;
eventually the state of Qin managed to defeat all the others, founding the first imperial dynasty in China’s history.
6th—3rd century bce: “Hundred Schools of Thought” period
500 bce: first money circulates
560s bce: Buddha born in Nepal
551–479 bce: life of Confucius; not famous during his lifetime and he never fulfills his ambition of
becoming the cherished advisor to a great ruler
c. 500 bce: philosopher Laozi active (historicity uncertain); rebukes Confucius for trying to force
information rather than letting go and embracing “the Way” (dào)
475–221 bce: Warring States Period
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c. 470–c. 391 bce: philosopher Mozi rejects the antiquarian elitism of Confucius
445–403 bce: The Art of War by military strategist Sunzi (Sun Wu, Sun Tzu; historicity uncertain)
appears
409 bce: all officials in the state of Qin ordered to wear swords
4th century bce: invention of the compass, the first of the “four great inventions” (the others are paper,
gunpowder, and movable type printing)
4th century bce: Shang Yang (Lord Shang) institutes series of penal laws in Qin
c. 372–c. 289 bce: life of Mencius, second only to Confucius as a revered ancient master; like Confucius,
he teaches a moral way based on the example of the harmonious, if hierarchical, ideal family
3rd century bce: the Xiongnu (later called Huns) come to power in Central Asia; invade western
Chinese border regions
3rd century bce: the Daodejing (The Classic of the Way and Its Power) is compiled
256 bce: the last Zhou King is deposed
245–210 bce: enormous tomb of First Emperor Qin Shihuang containing the famed terracotta army is
built near present-day Xi’an

221–206 BCE: Qín ⾺ Dynasty
The Qin dynasty, China’s first imperial dynasty, unified the country for a short time by establishing a centralized
administration after centuries of political division. The First Emperor of Qin (Qin Shihuang) ruthlessly applied
the laws of absolute power advocated by the Legalist school. He instigated many wide-ranging reforms, including
the standardization of weights, measures, currency, script, and roads, and began construction of the Great Wall.
Part of his standardization regime was the outlawing of the “Hundred Schools of Thought” that had sprung up
during the Spring and Autumn and Warring States periods; only Legalism was allowed. The First Emperor was
buried in a large tomb complex (located near modern Xi’an, capital of Shaanxi Province) surrounded by thousands of terracotta warriors. After his death the Qin dynasty, whose coffers had been emptied by the Emperor’s
many projects, rapidly fell into decline until it was conquered by the Han dynasty.
221 bce: Qin conquers its rival Warring States; Qin Shihuang, the “First Emperor,” establishes first
true empire in Chinese history
214 bce: large parts of what will become the Great Wall are built
213 bce: to stamp out the “Hundred Schools of Thought,” the First Emperor Qin Shihuang orders all
books not on the topics of divination, medicine, forestry, or agricultural to be destroyed
210 bce: death of Qin Shihuang; buried in tomb with terracotta army
209 bce: great rebellion against the Qin dynasty started by rebel Chen Sheng
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206 BCE–220 CE: Hàn ∝ Dynasty
The Han dynasty marked a period of political consolidation, military and economic expansion, and empire building. Confucianism became the state ideology, the foundations for the civil service examinations were established,
and the Silk Roads began to connect China with the outside world. Important inventions such as paper and porcelain date from this era. The reign of the Han was interrupted during the brief reign of Wang Mang, who
usurped the throne in 9 CE and established the Xin (New) dynasty (through 23 CE), which is widely considered
one of the most calamitous periods in Chinese history.
206 bce: Emperor Gaozu establishes Han rule (through 220 ce); reign interrupted 9 ce–23 ce
c. 239 bce: Lü Buwei, prime minister of the state of Qin, compiles first organized book, a group of
philosophical writings called the Spring and Autumn Annals of Mr. Lü
c. 200–c. 100 bce: invention of paper, possibly by court eunuch Cai Lun; second of the “four great
inventions” (the others are the compass, gunpowder, and movable type printing)
154 bce: Rebellion of the Seven Kingdoms
153 bce: Confucius’s home in Qufu, in Shandong Province, becomes an official state institution
140–87 bce: reign of Emperor Wu sees greatest expansion of territory in Chinese history
104 bce: Han calendar significantly revised
104–87 bce: the “Grand Historian” Sima Qian compiles his thousand-year chronicle of China’s
history, titled Records of the Grand Historian
10 bce: appearance of a large comet, followed by a massive landslide that temporarily blocks the flow
of the Yangzi River; considered abnormal natural phenomena that are Heaven’s warning against
misrule by Han dynasty
3 bce: prophecies of the arrival of a deity called the Queen Mother of the West who dwells in the
mountains and claims to help people attain immortality
1 ce: death of Jesus Christ
2 ce: population 57 million according to census
9 ce: Confucian scholar Wang Mang usurps throne, establishes Xin (“New”) dynasty; enormous
societal disruptions caused by massive shifts in the course of the Huang (Yellow) River, among
other natural disasters, during his rule
23 ce: Wang Mang overthrown
27 ce: Later (Eastern) Han reestablishes Han rule (through 220 ce)
58–76 ce: Ban Gu oversees the compilation of the History of the Former Han
c. 65 ce: first reference to Buddhism in China (in coastal province of Jiangsu)
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97 ce: Chinese general Ban Chao tries (but fails) to send envoy to Rome
c. 100 ce: first dictionary of Chinese characters, Explain the Graphs and Unravel the Written Words,
created by Han scholar-official Xu Shen
124 ce: examinations to recruit officials increase
132 ce: scholar Zhang Heng invents the “earthquake weathervane,” ancestor of modern
seismographs
142 ce: Daoist sect Celestial Masters founded
166 ce: first Roman envoy arrives in China
184–204 ce: Yellow Turban Daoist uprising against Han rule; attempts to create utopian society;
crushed by warlord-poet Cao Cao
208 ce: Battle of Red Cliffs, thought to have been fought on the Yangzi (scholars are uncertain where);
establishment of Three Kingdoms—Wei, Shu, and Wui—ruled by Cao Cao, Liu Bei, and Sun Quan,
respectively.
220 ce: fall of the Han dynasty

220–589 CE: Southern and Northern Dynasties फ࣫ᳱ
The Southern and Northern Dynasties was a period in China’s history marked by strife and civil war, most notably between several smaller states in the south and the north; there was no unified Chinese empire at this time.
Because of the widespread chaos, the dates of this period—sometimes referred to as China’s dark ages and as the
Period of Disunity—are still debated by scholars. Despite the political strife, there were important advances in
astronomy, mapmaking, medicine, and the arts, as well as the rise of Buddhism and Daoism (Taoism); the stirrup
was also invented at this time, which would have huge repercussions on future warfare. The first large-scale migration of Han Chinese to regions south of the Yangzi River date from this period. The Yangzi Valley became the
country’s major rice-producing region as huge numbers sought to escape the turmoil and warfare that engulfed
the north. There are tales of whole villages being led south; new administrative units carrying the names of their
old homes were created, primarily along the Yangzi.
220–589 ce: Southern and Northern Dynasties फ࣫ᳱ
220–280 ce: Three Kingdoms ϝ period (Wei, Shu-Han, Wu)
265–316 ce: Western Jìn 㽓ᰟ dynasty
265–420 ce: Jin ᰟ dynasty
317 ce: Western Jin collapses; Emperor Sima Rui and his court move south to Nanjing and begin new
Eastern Jin (until 420 ce)
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4th century ce: calligraphy is now a fully fledged art form, and an essential part of elite culture; paper
has replaced wood and bamboo strips as the writing material of choice
4th century ce: the secret of silk making begins to spread west along the Silk Roads
4th century ce: Buddhist caves at the Silk Roads oasis Dunhuang first excavated as places of
meditation and refuge
440 ce: state patronage of Daoism established
5th century ce: the stirrup in widespread use across China
554 ce: invasion by Western Wei; Emperor Xiao Yi put to death; as many as 100,000 prisoners taken north

581–618 CE: Suí 䱟 Dynasty
The Sui dynasty’s establishment in 581 CE by Emperor Wen made an end to the long period of chaos of the Southern
and Northern Dynasties; China was reunited under one empire once again. The short-lived dynasty was characterized by military campaigns and harsh rule, but also by great achievements in engineering, the construction of
cities, such as the capital Daxing (modern Xi’an), and the construction of the colossal Grand Canal system connecting major rivers and cities in eastern China; the emperor also oversaw a revival of Buddhism. The Sui dynasty
disintegrated after its many massive projects drained the country’s wealth and infuriated its populace, burdened
both by high taxes and compulsory labor.
6th century ce: Chinese papermakers have learned how to extract vegetable fiber from the bark of the
mulberry tree, one of the best sources of paper fiber
581–604 ce: revival of Buddhism: an unprecedented 230,000 ordinations of Buddhist monks are
performed during Emperor Wen’s reign
582 ce: refining of the equal-field system; government owns the land, which is parceled out to
farmers. The implementation of this system was expected to generate a steady stream of revenue
for the state without creating inequality
583 ce: construction completed on capital city Daxing (modern Xi’an); the most expansive urban
center in world history at the time
588–589 ce: General Yang Su conquers the south for Emperor Wen
c. 600 ce: development of block printing
601 ce: Grand Canal system completed, connecting Hangzhou in the south with Beijing in the north
606 ce: jinshi (“presented scholar”) degree of the civil service examinations established (abolished in
1905 by Empress Dowager Cixi)
609 ce: China’s population at 46 million, the highest level reached since the collapse of the
Han dynasty
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618–907 CE: Táng  Dynasty
The Tang dynasty marked the golden age of imperial China: the arts flourished, the money draft (a precursor to
paper money) was invented, reforms that influenced later dynasties were initiated, and cultural exchange with
neighboring countries was common. High Tang poetry has become one of the most recognizable literary achievements in Chinese history. Buddhism, originally a foreign religion introduced from India, gained popularity during the Tang. The dynasty was disrupted by the An Lushan Rebellion, which was disastrous on many levels,
destroying millions of lives and leaving China’s land and resources in ruins. After its suppression, the Tang
continued for another two hundred years, although in a much-weakened state.
618–626 ce: reign of Emperor Gaozu, founder of Tang; sets up fǔbıˉ ng system, which brings military
values of the Sino-Turks to China proper. Society is now heavily militarized; under Gaozu up to
90 percent of the men of Gansu are drafted; Gaozu also builds a massive new bureaucracy and
sponsors Confucian academies
630 ce: Emperor Taizong commands the preeminent scholar Yan Shigu to establish definitive texts for
the Five Confucian Classics; completed in 633
632 ce: death of Muhammad
634 ce: Srong-btsan-sgam-po, King of Tibet (r. 629–649), sends diplomatic missions to the Tang court;
Emperor Taizong refuses, bringing on attack by the Tibetans, who are repelled at great cost to the Tang
637 ce: Tang legal code revised by Emperor Taizong; many capital crimes eliminated, and safeguards
put in place to prevent the potential execution of innocents
644 and 647 ce: Emperor Taizong invades Koguryo (Korea); invasions extremely costly
645 ce: Xuanzang (Buddhist monk) returns from India
690–705 ce: reign of Empress Wu Zetian, the only woman in Chinese history to claim the title
Huangdi (Emperor)
8th century ce: woodblock printing (xylography) combines the advantages of stamps and rubbings;
unrivaled until the advent of mechanical printing presses such as Johannes Gutenberg’s in the
fifteenth century
713 ce: death of Huineng, who spread Chan (Zen in Japanese) Buddhism
714–756 ce: reign of Emperor Xuanzong, characterized by two eras: Kaiyuan era (714–741 ce), followed by
the Tianbao era (742–756); the two eras are synonymous with peace, prosperity, and artistic creativity
751 ce: Arabs capture several Chinese papermakers in a battle near Samarkand (in present-day
Uzbekistan); learn their techniques; to the southwest, in Yunnan Province, the newly emerging
Nanzhao kingdom defeats the Tang, the armies of which suffer many thousands of casualties
755–763 ce: the An Lushan Rebellion causes widespread devastation; some estimates put the death
toll at up to two thirds of the total population. Rebel forces cut off access to the Grand Canal, which
devastates the economy by stopping the transport of goods and supplies
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756 ce: rebel forces arrive in Chang’an; the Tang court abandons the capital to seek refuge in Sichuan;
the rebellion besieges the emperor at Suiyang; cannibalism rampant by the end of the ten-month
siege and 30,000 people are dead
757 ce: An Lushan’s eunuch slave and a general stab him in his sleep and elevate his son An Qingxu as
emperor (r. 757–759); the An Lushan Rebellion continues for several more years after its leader’s death
763 ce: Tang army captures rebel Yan capital in Fanyang; every member of the An and Shi families
killed; because An Lushan was a Sogdian, a Tang general decrees that rewards should be given
to any soldier who kills a Sogdian man, woman, or child
mid-8th century: poets and friends Li Bai and Du Fu active; painter of horses Han Gan active;
famous Tang painter Wu Daozi active
c. 800: Old Prose (guwen) Movement, led by Han Yu and his friend and colleague Liu Zongyuan; one
of the movement’s main objectives is to combat the influence of a flowery style of literature called
piánwén (parallel prose), popular at the time
801 ce: Tongdian (Comprehensive Statutes) written by Du You
c. 850: gunpowder invented by alchemists searching for an elixir to extend life; third of the “four
great inventions” (the others are the compass, paper, and movable type printing)
868 ce: earliest extant printed book, the Buddhist Diamond Sutra, printed
875–884 ce: famine leads to Huang Chao Rebellion: Huang Chao, a failed civil service examineeturned salt smuggler, leads starving peasants and criminal gangs in guerilla warfare against the
forces of the Tang

907–960 CE: Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms Ѩҷक
Another dark time in Chinese history, the Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms was an era of political anarchy,
national disunity, corruption, and social upheaval, beginning with the demise of the Tang dynasty and ending
with the founding of the Song dynasty. The nearly continuous warfare in northern China led to the displacement
of peasant farmers and village craftsmen to the south, where a stable society facilitated the development of technologies, science, culture, and the arts. Painters, calligraphers, and poets emerged during this period. Among the
significant technological events were the manufacture of porcelain by the southern Chu and the development of
printing, which resulted in the publication of numerous Confucian, Buddhist, and Daoist classics, including the
first complete set of 130 volumes of Confucian writings.
907: the nomadic Khitans establish the Liao dynasty (to 1125) after taking over north China from the
Song dynasty
932 ce: first printing of Nine Classics begins
10th century ce: as a result of the An Lushan Rebellion, Sogdians have disappeared as an ethnic group,
and Sogdian communities, once an influential group in Chinese society, have faded from historical
records
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960–1279: Sòng ᅟ Dynasty
The Song dynasty defined a new and enduring phase in China’s premodern civilization, with a shift of the economic center to the south and the development of a market economy, the flourishing of urban culture, and a revival of classical heritage. The dynasty is divided into two periods: the Northern Song (960–1127 CE), with its
capital in Kaifeng, and the Southern Song (1127–1279), which coexisted with the Jurchen Jin dynasty
(1125–1234) in the north. The Song dynasty produced many leading intellectuals. Marked by the rise of the
scholar-official class, the full implementation of a national official examination system, rapid urbanization, the
spread of print technology, and a revival of Confucian thought known as Neo-Confucianism, this era forms a
pivotal “middle period” that set the mold for cultural developments in the subsequent Yuan, Ming, and Qing
dynasties. The eating of rice and the drinking of tea both became prevalent during this time.
960–1127: reign of Northern Song dynasty
976–997: reign of Emperor Taizong, who opens libraries and institutes, sponsors the compilation of
vast encyclopedias, promotes poetry and calligraphy, and expands the territory of the Song empire
978: two regimes surrender to the Song without warfare: the Zhang-Quan and the Wu-Yue; all of the
south is thereby pacified
979: last kingdom in the Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms period incorporated into the territory of
the Song, signaling the end of political division
993–996: peasant uprising in Sichuan Province, the first since the establishment of the Song; led by
local peasant Wang Xiaobo with a slogan of equality for the poor and the rich, the uprising soon
includes tens of thousands of people
1019: Daoist canon (Daozang) printed
c. 1040: Bi Sheng creates the first moveable type in China’s history; the last of the “four great
inventions” (the others are the compass, paper, and gunpowder), although his invention will not be
used for hundreds of years
1044: writing of the Wujing Zongyao: first book to mention the exact ingredients of gunpowder,
invented in the mid-ninth century
1066: Norman conquest of Britain
1066: Sima Guang, one of Chinese history’s leading political figures, presents part of Comprehensive
Mirror for Aid in Government to court: historical account of over one thousand years (403 bce–959 ce)
of China’s early imperial past
mid-11th century: minister Wang Anshi introduces “New Policies” seeking to reorganize society on all
levels, especially the relationship between government and society
1074: famine strikes north China; Wang Anshi’s enemies blame it on his “New Policies”
11th century: period of Confucian revival (Neo-Confucianism), led by the “Two Chengs,” brothers
Cheng Hao and Cheng Yi
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11th century: introduction of paper money
11th century: scholar Ouyang Xiu, the leading intellectual and literary figure during the middle years
of the Northern Song, leads the revival of ancient-style prose
11th century: “four great masters” of calligraphy of the Northern Song dynasty active; led by Huang
Tingjian (1045–1105)
1127–1279: reign of Southern Song dynasty
1151: death of Li Qingzhao, considered China’s foremost female literary figure, who embodied the
three perfections of poetry, calligraphy, and painting

1115–1234: Jurchen Jin ཇⳳ䞥 Dynasty
The Jin dynasty was founded in the north of China by Jurchen chieftain Wanyan Aguda, known posthumously as
Emperor Taizu. The Jurchen were a forest-dwelling people from the northeast of China (Manchuria) who conquered the territory of the nomadic Khitans, who had earlier established the Liao dynasty (907–1125) after taking
over north China from the Song dynasty. The Jurchens attempted to rule their Jin dynasty, which coexisted with
the Southern Song, through a combination of tribal vigor and Chinese-style government. After signing a treaty
with the Song wherein the Song would provide annual tribute to the Jin, the Jin dynasty was in turn conquered
by the Mongols (along with much of the rest of Eurasia), whose great leaders, including Chinggis (Genghis)
Khan, Batu Khan, and Ögödei Khan, were already active during the Jin rule; they would found the Yuan dynasty.
1124: Jurchen accepted as the overlords of northern China by the Xia people
1127: armies of the northern Jurchen invade Song territories and destroy capital city of Kaifeng; they
capture Emperor Qinzong, along with his father, strip them of their royal rank, and exile them to
Manchuria to live as commoners under humiliating circumstances
1128–1130: the Jurchen strike Shandong Province; refugees stream south seeking safety; the Jurchen
armies return to the south, cross the Yangzi River, and advance to Nanjing and Hangzhou, but
withdraw due to heavy resistance
1142: negotiations between Song and Jurchen result in the Treaty of Shaoxing
1206: Mongol leader Temüjin assumes the title Chinggis (Mongolian fierce) Khan; often spelled “Genghis”
1211–1234: Mongol–Jin Dynasty War
1215: the Mongols invade north China, utterly destroying around 90 cities; sack Beijing (which has been
named by the Jurchens “Zhongdu,” or “Central Capital” since 1153) and burn the city to the ground;
an eyewitness reports several months later that the bones of the slaughtered form white mountains
1227: death of Chinggis Khan; Mongol leader Batu Khan founds the Golden Horde; devastates much
of Eurasia; launches campaigns against the medieval powers of Poland, Kiev, Hungary, and others;
rules over a vast territory which at its apex stretches from today’s Kazakhstan to the Danube
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1229: territorial division of the Mongol domains: Tolui receives northern China and home territory of
Mongolia; Chagatai receives Central Asia; Jochi is given the lands furthest from the homeland
1235: Ögödei Khan establishes a fixed capital at Karakorum in present-day Mongolia; abandoned
three decades later when capital moved to Beijing; ruins rediscovered by Russians in 1889
1238: Moscow, then a small town, sacked; massacres of inhabitants of Vladimir and Kiev follow
1241, December: death of Ögödei Khan from excessive alcohol consumption; leads to a prolonged
period of interregnum and political struggles
1242: the Golden Horde reaches the outskirts of Vienna; Europe spared further ravishment
by the calling back of Badu Khan and the Golden Horde by the news of the death of Great
Khan Ögödei Khan in Karakorum; the Mongols would never return to Europe to complete
their conquest
1264–1272: in preparation for the conquest of all of China to establish the Yuan dynasty, Khubilai
Khan rebuilds Beijing (called Zhongdu at the time) slightly north of the center, renaming it Dadu

1279–1368: Yuán  ܗDynasty / Mongol Empire
The Yuan dynasty was the only dynasty established by the Mongols and is considered both a division of the
Mongol Empire and an imperial dynasty of China. Although the Mongol assaults across Eurasia were extremely
destructive, later generations of historians have sought to highlight its more beneficial outcomes. The conquests
of Chinggis Khan and his successors effectively connected the Eastern world with the Western world, ruling a
territory from Korea to Eastern Europe and Siberia to Southeast Asia. The Silk Roads, linking trade centers across
Asia and Europe, came under the sole rule of the Mongol Empire. A common aphorism of the time was that “a
maiden bearing a nugget of gold on her head could wander safely throughout the realm.” The phrase “Pax
Mongolica” was coined by Western scholars to describe the stabilizing effects of the conquests of the Mongol
Empire on the social, cultural, and economic life of the inhabitants of the vast Eurasian territory. Although the
period of the Mongol conquests had been merciless, the Mongol Empire itself was comparatively tolerant and
liberal. While Europe was in the throes of religious persecution, complete freedom of religion reigned in the Golden
Horde and the rest of the Mongol Empire.
13th and 14th centuries: “Pax Mongolica”—time of peace and prosperity across Eurasia in the wake of
brutal Mongol conquests
1260–1294: reign of the Great Khan Khubilai Khan
1271–1295: travels of Italian merchant Marco Polo, who stays in the court of Khubilai Khan for
many years
1290: massive earthquake in Inner Mongolia causes at least 100,000 deaths
1330–1350: plague causes many deaths
1351–1368: Red Turbans uprising (peasant rebellion)
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1368–1644: Míng ᯢ Dynasty
The Ming dynasty, founded by a poor peasant turned rebel leader, was an era of Chinese cultural revival. The
founder, Emperor Hongwu, restored many Chinese customs that had been abandoned during the Mongol-ruled
Yuan dynasty. Many Chinese literati had not been allowed (or chose not to serve) the Mongol rulers, so there was
great excitement at a Chinese dynasty. Popular culture and the arts flourished, the population grew, and many
industries—notably porcelain-making—expanded into major enterprises. Interactions with Europeans increased,
both for trade and intellectual and religious reasons. Large parts of the Great Wall were reconstructed and connected to keep foreigners (such as the Mongols) at a distance. The Ming also embarked on the most extensive
maritime explorations in Chinese history. The dynasty was faced with peasant rebellions and the influence of
corrupt eunuchs at court during its final decline.
c. 1400: writing of Romance of the Three Kingdoms and Water Margin, probably by Luo Guanzhong;
two of the “Four Masterworks of the Ming,” among the first and most read historical novels in China
1406–1433: seven maritime expeditions of Muslim eunuch admiral Zheng He to Ceylon (Sri Lanka),
Africa, and India
1420: capital moved from Nanjing to Beijing
15th century: Ming porcelain in widespread production; notably the “blue and white” wares
mid-15th century: the extremely formulaic “Eight-Legged Essay” becomes the required eight-part
response to civil service examination questions based on Confucian thought
1449: “Crisis of Tumuba,” also known as the “Tumu Crisis”; battle against Mongol soldiers leads to
the most severe military catastrophe of the Ming dynasty, and the abduction of Emperor Zhengtong
1455: Johannes Gutenberg perfects movable type printing technology in Germany with his first
printing of bibles
1538: peanuts, native to Paraguay, grown in China for the first time; introduced by Portuguese traders
1556: massive earthquake in Shaanxi (one of the deadliest on record) kills approximately 830,000
people; many inhabitants living in caves in loess cliffs at the time
1578: Mongol ruler Altan Khan meets the Dalai Lama; first step in eventual conversion of the
Mongols to Buddhism
1583–1610: Italian Jesuit Matteo Ricci in China
1598: The Peony Pavilion completed by playwright Tang Xianzu, foremost dramatist of the Ming
dynasty; in England, first printings of Henry IV, Part I and Love’s Labour’s Lost by Tang’s nearcontemporary, William Shakespeare
1602: founding of the Dutch East India Company (VOC in Dutch) to protect trade routes to East Asia
1630–1631: widespread famine kills many people; leading factor in eventual demise of the Ming
dynasty
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1638: establishment of the Lifan Yuan (Office to Administer Foreign Barbarians), the principal
organization for supervising the tribute system, during which outsiders bring (but mainly receive)
gifts to the Chinese court
1642: massive flooding of the Huang (Yellow) River kills approximately 300,000 people in Kaifeng, in
Henan Province; caused by Ming governor, who hoped to lift rebel siege of city with floodwaters;
city abandoned until 1662

1644–1911/1912: Qıˉng ⏙ Dynasty
The Qing dynasty, founded by the Manchu (descendants of the Jurchen), was the last and largest imperial dynasty to rule China. Unlike the Mongol-led Yuan dynasty, the Manchu-led Qing dynasty kept Confucianism as
the state orthodoxy, left governmental institutions intact, and employed equal numbers of Manchu and Han
Chinese in their government, but still urged people to retain their cultural Manchu roots. Toward the end of the
dynasty, increasing contact with (and humiliation by) foreign nations, combined with internal strife such as the
Taiping Rebellion, led to desperate attempts at revival and modernization, such as the suppressed Hundred Days
Reform. After the Boxer Rebellion, the abolition of the civil service examinations, and the abdication of the last
emperor, China’s imperial history came to an end in 1912.
1643–1715: reign of Louis XIV of France, the “Sun King”
mid-17th century: sweet potatoes (native to Central and South America) common in Guangdong and
Fujian provinces
1661–1722: reign of Emperor Kangxi; longest reign in Chinese history
1664–1669: a group of Jesuits contest Chinese court astronomers’ calendric methods; Emperor Kangxi
appoints Father Ferdinand Verbiest assistant director of the Imperial Board of Astronomy when
Jesuit calculations prove correct
1682–1725: reign of Peter the Great, Czar of Russia; reformer; builder of St. Petersburg
1673–1681: rebellion by three generals known as the War of the Three Feudatories; put down by
Emperor Kangxi
1683: Emperor Kangxi reconquers Taiwan, one of the last lingering pockets of Ming loyalist resistance
to Qing rule
1684–1707: Emperor Kangxi undertakes extensive tours throughout central and southern China
1689: Treaty of Nerchinsk establishes diplomatic relations between China and Russia after series of
skirmishes; small Russian community established in the capital
c. 1700–c. 1850: population of China triples; by 1812 the population is over 300 million
1703: a group of French missionaries is granted permission to build a church, the North Cathedral, in
Beijing
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1713: scholar Dai Mingshi executed for using Ming reign names in his work, the Southern Mountains
Collection
1729: Emperor Yongzheng establishes the Grand Council; originally a small committee established to
deal with military matters, it would become the most powerful political body for the duration of
the Qing dynasty
1736–1795: reign of Emperor Qianlong; second-longest official reign in China’s history
1750: anti-Qing uprising in Tibet, resulting in the massacre of Chinese citizens in Lhasa; Emperor
Qianlong sends in troops to enforce Qing rule; Dalai Lama remains in place, but without any real
temporal power
1755–1759: Qing troops carry out military expeditions in the Muslim areas to China’s west; the conquests
involve the near total annihilation of the western Mongolian tribes known as the Zunghars; several
major Muslim and other minorities in these “New Territories,” including the Uygurs, Kazakhs, and
Kirghiz, add to China’s population
1757: all foreign trade restricted to the port of Guangzhou (Canton), with representatives allowed to
reside only in that city, and only during the trading season
1763: death of impoverished novelist Cao Xueqin, author of The Story of the Stone, also known as A
Dream of Red Mansions, one of China’s greatest novels
1765–1769: Qing troops launch four unsuccessful invasions against Burma
1775–1783: American Revolution
1789–1799: French Revolution
1792: Emperor Qianlong writes an essay on the martial prowess of his reign, claiming victory for
his “ten campaigns”: two each against the Zunghars, Jinchuan rebels, and Gurkhas, and one
against each of the Muslims, Taiwanese, Burmese, and Vietnamese (several of these were actually
defeats)
1793: Macartney Mission: Earl George Macartney of Britain tries to open up the Chinese market and
establish an embassy in Beijing; negotiates with the Qing court on how he should kowtow before
the emperor, finally agreeing to bow on one knee and not abase himself fully
1773: Emperor Qianlong orders the mass collection (some 36,000 volumes) of rare books entitled The
Complete Library of the Four Treasuries; work completed in 1792
1790s: the combination of the two tune-types essential to Peking Opera, erhuang and xipi, first debut
in Beijing
1794 to 1795: Dutch mission in China, led by Isaac Titsingh of the Dutch East India Company
1794: the largest-scale rebellion in over a century erupts in the impoverished Hubei-SichuanShaanxi border area, led by the White Lotus society, a millennial Buddhist sect; not suppressed
until 1804
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1795: rebellion of mountain peoples called Miáo (not the same Miao as the later people of the same
name) breaks out in the border areas of Guizhou and Hunan
1795: Emperor Qianlong abdicates; after his death in 1799, his successor arrests Qianlong’s corrupt
official, Heshen, and orders his death by suicide; when Heshen’s property is confiscated, it is found
to equal twenty years’ worth of the entire Qing state’s annual revenue
1837: after failing imperial examinations, future rebel leader Hong Xiuquan becomes ill and has
visions that he meets Jesus Christ, who wants him to lead the wavering people in exterminating
demons
1837–1901: reign of Queen Victoria of the United Kingdom
1839–1842: First Anglo-Chinese War, also known as the First Opium War, fought between Great
Britain and China over diplomatic relations and trade; Britain forces the Qing to accept opium
imports and open ports to trade; Hong Kong is ceded to the British Crown
1839–1949: China’s “Century of Humiliation” at the hands of imperialist powers in the West and in
Japan; term coined in 1915
1842: “unequal treaty” opens Nanjing to foreign trade
1850–1864: Taiping Rebellion, led by self-proclaimed younger brother of Jesus Christ, Hong
Xiuquan, is the costliest civil war in human history; in 1851, Hong Xiuquan declares the creation of
a new dynasty, the Taiping Heavenly Kingdom; famine resulting from upheaval kills millions of
people
1851–1868: Nian Rebellion takes place in north China at the same time as the Taiping Rebellion in
south China
1853: Taiping rebels capture Nanjing, make it into the “Heavenly Capital”
1856–1860: the Arrow War with Britain, also known as the Second Opium War; Britain bombards
China’s coast; Emperor Xianfeng retreats into feeding his addictions to pleasure, leaving his
younger brother, Prince Gong, to deal with the war
1858: Britain, still at war with China, decides to help the Qing government against the Taiping
rebels, preferring Qing stability to chaos under rebels; Britain and France crush Taiping
Rebellion
1858: “unequal treaty” opens Tianjin to foreign trade
1860: sacking of the Summer Palace in Beijing by British and French troops
c. 1861–1895: Self-Strengthening Movement to reform Qing dynasty
1866: future revolutionary leader Sun Yat-sen born in Guangzhou
1868: Japan’s “Meiji Restoration”: restoration of imperial rule, leading to modernization; the Japanese
counterpart to the Chinese Self-Strengthening Movement
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1876–1879: the deadliest drought in recorded history afflicts China; no food produced in an area
covering nine provinces; an estimated 9 million people die
1882: United States Congress passes the Chinese Exclusion Act to limit Chinese immigration
1883: massive eruption of Krakatoa in Indonesia is heard 5,000 kilometers away; spawns tsunami that
kills an estimated 50,000 people
1884–1885: China at war with France; Prince Gong opts to negotiate with French, who have carved out
part of Vietnam for their empire; dismissed from power by anti-foreigner contingent at Qing court
1887: the worst flooding in modern history occurs on the Huang (Yellow) River, also known as
“China’s Sorrow,” killing an estimated 900,000–1 million people
1887: the Qing court and the Portuguese government sign treaty, ceding Macao to Portugal; Macao
becomes a special administrative region (SAR) of China in 1999
1887: future Nationalist leader Chiang Kai-shek born
1890s: Sun Yat-sen active in organizing overseas Chinese
1891: scholar Kang Youwei publishes Study of the Classics Forged during the Xin Period; leads movement
to promote the New Text versions of the classics, arguing that many of the Old Texts are forgeries,
and not written by Confucius
1893: after work by reformer Huang Zunxian, an imperial edict recognizes the right of Chinese
to emigrate out of China and to return or visit their homeland at will; reverses 250-year-old
Qing law
1893: birth of future Communist Party leader Mao Zedong
1894–1895: First Sino-Japanese War: Japan declares war on China over issues related to Korea; China
routed
1895: Treaty of Shimonoseki ending the war recognizes the independence of Korea; cedes to Japan
the Liaodong Peninsula, the Penghu Islands, and Taiwan; China must pay a huge indemnity, must
open four new treaty ports, and must concede the right to establish foreign factories in Chinese
treaty ports
1895: anti-Manchu sentiment begins to build in wake of failure against Japan; nationalists emphasize
the “foreign” origin of the ruling house from beyond the Great Wall
1895: reformer Kang Youwei sets up Society for the Study of Self Strengthening, in Beijing
1896: reformer Huang Zunxian launches China Progress, called “the first modern magazine in China”
1896–1897: widespread famine kills many people; one cause of 1899–1900 Boxer Rebellion
1897: in the wake of the German occupation of Jiaozhou Bay and Qingdao in Shandong Province,
reformer Liang Qichao submits a memorandum to the Hunan governor recommending that the
province should declare its independence from the central Qing government in Beijing
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1898: Hundred Days Reform; effort (led by Emperor Guangxu and intellectuals such as Liang Qichao
and Kang Youwei) to introduce much-needed reforms to China’s political, social, and educational
systems; suppressed by Qing court and Dowager Cixi, although there are conflicting reports of her
responsibility for suppression
1898: Cixi stages coup d’etat, removes Emperor Guangxu from power; puts him under house arrest
on an island in southern Beijing
1898: reformer Huang Zunxian launches Anti-Footbinding Association
1898: the notorious “scramble for concessions” by foreign powers reaches its peak: the German
occupation of Jiaozhou is swiftly followed by the Russians, who send gunboats into Port Arthur
and preside over the Liaodong Peninsula in the northeast, while the French focus on southern
Guangzhou
1899–1900: Boxer Rebellion, major uprising against Western imperialism in north China, caused by
dissatisfaction and frustration about drought, floods, and growing famine; Dowager Cixi flees
Beijing for Xi’an, possibly disguised as a peasant; brings Emperor Guangxu with her, fearing that
he might establish relations with foreigners independent of her
1900: the Buddhist caves at Dunhuang are discovered
1904: future revolutionary leader Chen Duxiu joins the Shanghai Assassination Squad, a branch of the
Shanghai Patriotic Society
1904: birth of future Communist Party leader Deng Xiaoping
1904–1905: Russo-Japanese War: Japan declares war on Russia, with much of the fighting occurring
in Manchuria, disrupting Qing attempts to maintain its homeland; Japan surprises the world by
defeating Russia
1904–1905: Sun Yat-sen announces his Three Principles of the People: nationalism, democracy, and
welfare; he becomes chairman of the United League (Tongmenhui) in Japan in 1905; creates a force
which would implement the ideas of the Three Principles
1905: Empress Dowager Cixi abolishes the millennia-old Confucian civil service examination system
1907: failed Zhennanguan Revolt against Qing rule at the Friendship Pass between Guangxi Province
in southwestern China and Vietnam
1908: death of Emperor Guangxu, followed the next day by that of his aunt, Empress Dowager Cixi;
conspiracy theories circulate that Cixi poisoned her nephew
1909: railroad engineer Zhan Tianyou completes the Peking-Kalgan railway line, propelling him to
national acclaim
1910: Chiang Ching-kuo born to Nationalist leader Chiang Kai-shek
1911: flooding of Yangzi (Chang) River causes approximately 100,000 deaths
1911: Wuchang Uprising in October; fall of the last emperor and the Qing dynasty
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1912–1949: Republic of China Ёढ⇥
The Republic of China (ROC) was founded on 1 January 1912 after the collapse of the Manchu-led Qing dynasty
that had held power for close to three centuries. The Nationalist Party, led by Sun Yat-sen, and later by Chiang
Kai-shek, took center stage. The next three decades were marked by the Nationalists’ attempts to control the country, the proliferation of feudal warlords, military struggles with Japan, which occupied large parts of China during
World War II, and a bitter rivalry between the Nationalists and the newer Chinese Communist Party. Periods of
cooperation, such as the “United Fronts” against warlordism and then Japan, were followed by mutual persecution.
After the defeat of Japan in 1945, outright civil war broke out. The Republic of China has been based on the island of
Taiwan since the Nationalists, led by Chiang, fled the mainland in 1949. The mainland considers Taiwan to be a
province of the People’s Republic of China, while official ROC policy considers itself an independent country.
1 January 1912: Republic of China (ROC) proclaimed in Nanjing, with Sun Yat-sen as the provisional
president; Qing emperor abdicates on 12 February; Sun hands over power to Yuan Shikai with the
understanding that Yuan will support the republic
1913: the “Second Revolution”: Sun Yat-sen declares war on Yuan Shikai, the first official president of
the Republic of China, who had reneged on his previous agreement to establish a democratic
government, and instigated the assassination of Song Jiaoren, the leader of the Nationalists and
Sun’s most trusted lieutenant
1914: start of World War I; China joins in the hope of regaining the German-occupied Jiaozhou
Peninsula in the event of an allied victory
1914: Yuan Shikai introduces a new constitution that grants the president (i.e., himself) almost
dictatorial power and unlimited terms in office
1915: Japan’s Twenty-One Demands imposed on the Republic of China, extending Japan’s control of
Manchuria and the Chinese economy; boycott of Japanese goods ensues
1915: ROC president Yuan Shikai disperses parliament; revives the monarchy and crowns himself
emperor
1915–1921: New Culture Movement, a fully-fledged revolt against Confucianism and traditional
ethics
1916, 1 January: rebellious southern provinces thwart Yuan Shikai’s attempt to declare himself emperor
1916–1949: death of Yuan Shikai in 1916 ushers in the warlord era, with China fragmented into
different zones of military and political influence; ends only with the victory of the Communists in
the Chinese Civil War, and the unification of the country (apart from Taiwan) in 1949
1917: Russian Revolution: Communist Party under the Bolsheviks seizes power in Russia; forms the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in 1922
1917: Britain, France, and Italy sign secret treaties with Japan backing its claims to Germany’s
territorial rights in China
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1918–1919: worldwide influenza pandemic kills 35–75 million people; at least 16 million die in
India alone
1918: Russia declares that it will renounce all Czarist “unequal” treaties with China, including its
agreements with other powers over China
1918: author Lu Xun publishes story “Diary of a Madman” in New Youth; since canonized as the first
modern Chinese short story
1919: Treaty of Versailles negotiated by the victorious powers of World War I; German-owned
concessions in China handed over to the Japanese; leading reason for May Fourth Movement
1919, 4 May: “May Fourth Movement” (1919–1923): movement to cast off traditional Confucian
values, and a call for cultural rejuvenation and a more modern worldview; over 3,000 students
gather at Tiananmen Square to mark “National Humiliation Day” after Treaty of Versailles losses
1919: Sun Yat-sen re-establishes Nationalist Party, which had been outlawed by Yuan Shikai
1920–1921: drought in northern China kills approximately half a million people
1920: Russian Comintern agent Grigori Voitinsky comes to China, aiming to establish a Communist
Party; by August a nascent cell of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), composed of seventeen
anarchists and assorted Socialists, appears in Shanghai; by November, two periodicals (the
Communist Monthly and The Laborer) have appeared as official publications of the CCP
1920s: royal cemetery of the ancient Shang discovered in northern Anyang, Henan Province; writing
found on “oracle bones”
1921: official founding of the Chinese Communist Party with the holding of the first Congress in
Shanghai in July, attended by 11 members, including Mao Zedong
1921: Sun Yat-sen declared grand marshal of a military government in Guangzhou
1922: over one hundred strikes take place across China
1922–1927: First United Front; alliance between the Nationalists and the Communists against
warlords
1923: future Chinese Communist Party leader Deng Xiaoping joins the Communist movement in
France
1924: Whampoa Military Academy founded outside Guangzhou with the help of Soviet advisors who
had been sent by Moscow to give their service to Sun Yat-sen’s administration; hope to build up a
regime that might spread revolution in China
1925: death of Sun Yat-sen, on a visit to Beijing; transfer of Nationalist power to Chiang Kai-shek,
who launches the Northern Expedition to defeat the warlords and unify China through the national
crusade that Sun, as the Nationalist Party founder, had never been able to mount
1925: massive strike sparked by an anti-imperialist protest against the killing of Chinese people by
foreign authorities; spreads to 600 cities involving 17 million people
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1925: membership in the CCP has grown to over 10,000 by year’s end
1926: Zhongshan Boat Incident, or the March Twentieth Incident: the suspicious movement of a
gunboat near the Whampoa Military Academy becomes a pretext for Chiang Kai-shek to purge the
Nationalist Party of Communist Party members
1926, July: Chiang Kai-shek embarks on the Northern Expedition, a military campaign against the
Beiyang (i.e., warlord) government with Russian backing
1927: collapse of the Nationalist-Communist United Front, following Chiang Kai-shek’s move to wipe
out the Communists in Shanghai, which leads the latter to regroup in the countryside. Unofficial
start of the Chinese Civil War, which lasts until 1950
1927, 21 March: the General Labor Union goes on strike; armed laborers bring Shanghai to a standstill;
the laborers attempt to establish a proletariat government to oppose Chiang Kai-shek’s power
1927, 12 April: armed men working for gang leader Du Yuesheng attack left-wing strongholds, joined
by Nationalist troops who open fire on a protest demonstration; an estimated five thousand to ten
thousand killed; “White Terror” purge of Communists spreads to other cities controlled by Chiang
Kai-shek
1927, 1 December: Chiang Kai-shek marries Soong Meiling, the daughter of the late Shanghai tycoon
Charlie Soong
1928, 4 January: new Nationalist government installed in capital of Nanjing, with Chiang Kai-shek as
chairman of the political council; Nanjing’s control is quite limited, as Chiang depends on alliances
with regional militarists built up during the Northern Expedition
1928–1930: famine in northern China kills approximately 3 million people
1929: trio of generals who run Guangxi Province in the south, and who had been early members of
the Northern Expedition, defy Nanjing by trying to extend their authority to the Yangzi River;
defeated by Chiang Kai-shek
1931, September: Japan invades Manchuria (northeastern China)
1933: Adolf Hitler comes to power in Germany
1934, autumn: Nationalists launch another campaign against the Communists
1934–1935: the Long March: 9,600 kilometer (6,000-mile) journey that the Chinese Communists make
to retreat from Nationalist-occupied territory; Long Marchers end in Yan’an, in Shaanxi Province
1936, December: the Xi’an Incident: Chiang Kai-shek kidnapped by “Young Marshall” Zhang
Xueliang (Manchurian leader) and others in order to convince him to form second united front
with Communists against Japanese invaders; held for two weeks
1937: Second Sino-Japanese War (known in China as the “War of Resistance against Japan”) begins
with fighting between Chinese and Japanese troops on Lugou Bridge (also known as the Marco
Polo Bridge) in Beijing; fighting spreads to the north; Nationalists agree to form a Second United
Front with the CCP to fight the invading Japanese army
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1937: “Rape of Nanking”: after Chiang Kai-shek flees Nanjing (formerly spelled Nanking), invading
Japanese rape and kill many inhabitants of the city; number of dead is a matter of controversy, put
at anywhere from 80,000 by foreign historians to 300,000 by the Chinese, while some Japanese
right-wing historians maintain that few, if any, died
1937: Chiang Kai-shek flees to Wuhan; Wuhan abandoned by October; Chiang moves capital to the
Sichuan city of Chongqing, safe behind the Yangzi Gorges; remains until he flees to Taiwan in 1945
1938: Burma Road linking northeast Myanmar (Burma) with southwest China opened to automobile traffic
1938: Lin Shaoqi publishes How to Be a Good Communist as a collection of a series of lectures to the Institute
of Marxism-Leninism in Yan’an
1939, 1 September: Hitler invades Poland; start of World War II
1940: militarists take over Japan
1941: the United States enters World War II after Japanese bombing of Pearl Harbor, Hawaii; Second
Sino-Japanese War now considered part of wider World War II
1941: Communist forces who thought they had been allowed to retreat from their positions are
attacked and overcome by larger Nationalist forces; end of Second United Front
1942–1944: Yan’an Rectification Movement; effort to replace culture of the reform- minded May
Fourth Movement with Communist ideology; thousands killed in purges
1942–1943: famine caused by the Second Sino-Japanese War kills approximately one million people
1944–1945: the United States pushes Japan out of Southeast Asia and China
1945: US General George Marshall arrives in China to help Chiang Kai-shek resist the Chinese
Communist Party
1945: the United States drops two atomic bombs on the Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki,
ending World War II
1945: creation of the United Nations
1946–1949: Chinese Civil War between Nationalists and Communists erupts in earnest after Japan’s
defeat in World War II
1947: Chiang Kai-shek (in Chongqing) elected president of Republic of China; tries to rally support
with promises of political reform and a new constitution
1947: People’s Liberation Army (PLA) regroups; launches successful attacks on Manchurian cities;
moves toward Beijing while other armies stage offensives in central and eastern China
1948: start of the Cold War; relations tense between China, Soviet Union, and United States
1948: war between the Nationalists and the CCP continues; with support from the Soviet Union, the
CCP captures the former Nationalist capital of Nanjing in April 1949
1949: Nationalists under Chiang Kai-shek forced out of mainland by Communists; establish Republic
of China in exile on Taiwan
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1949–present: People’s Republic of China ЁढҎ⇥݅
The People’s Republic of China (PRC) was founded on 1 October 1949 by Communist Party leader Mao Zedong
after years of civil war with the Nationalists and fighting both the Japanese and provincial warlords. Mao led the
new country through decades of movements to transform life on every level: the Great Leap Forward—a campaign
launched in 1958 to advance China’s agricultural and industrial development that resulted in mass starvation—
and the Cultural Revolution of 1966–1976, which urged the rejection of all capitalist, bourgeois, and traditional
elements in Chinese society and a strict adherence to Communist doctrine. After Mao’s death in 1976, Deng
Xiaoping’s reforms—political and especially economic—led to China’s opening up to the world, and the rapid
development that has defined China in the modern era.
1949, 1 October: Chinese Revolution: Mao Zedong proclaims new People’s Republic of China in Beijing;
the Nationalists under Chiang Kai-shek flee to Taiwan and establish the Republic of China on Taiwan
1950: North Korea under Communist leader Kim Il Sung bids to reunite the two halves of Korea by
force; Mao Zedong sends the People’s Liberation Army to support Pyongyang; Communist China
becomes major Cold War player
1950: end of fighting in Chinese Civil War between Nationalists and Communists (although there is
debate that the civil war never technically ended)
1950: Deng Xiaoping dispatches troops to take over Tibet
1951–1952: CCP launches the Three Antis Campaign against waste, corruption, and bureaucratism;
launches the Five Antis Campaign against bribing, evading taxes, stealing state assets, cheating on
government contracts, and stealing capital
1953: armistice is signed keeping North and South Korea separate
1953: death of Soviet leader Joseph Stalin
1954: first high-level purge of the PRC (by Mao Zedong, of Gao Gang, ally of Stalin)
1954: British sinologist and chemist Joseph Needham publishes the first volume of his massive Science
and Civilisation of China
1956: the PRC attempts to promote literacy by simplifying Chinese characters, now the standard on
the mainland; Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Macao still use traditional characters
1956: Hundred Flowers Campaign: Mao Zedong announces that the government will relax its strict
control over thought and expression; an estimated 500,000–750,000 intellectuals who accept this
offer denounced or blacklisted
1957: anti-Rightist campaign against intellectuals results in tens of thousands of deaths
1958: launch of the Great Leap Forward: campaign to advance China’s agricultural and industrial
development to the level of the West; leads to widespread famine killing an estimated 30 million
people
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1959: the 14th Dalia Lama flees to India, and Tibet becomes a special administrative region under the
central government
1964: French President Charles de Gaulle announces France’s recognition of the PRC as the sole
representative of China at the United Nations
1964: Jiang Qing gives her first public speech at the Festival of Peking Opera on Contemporary
Themes, “On the Reform of Peking Opera,” endorsed by husband Mao Zedong; under her
guidance, operas remolded with revolutionary plots
1964: China tests first nuclear weapon
1966–1976: Cultural Revolution; violent period of social disruption; Jiang Qing officially commissioned
“advisor on questions in literature and art of the People’s Liberation Army”; removal of president Liu
Shaoqi from all party posts for being a revisionist with the Soviet Union in 1966; he dies in 1969
1967: China tests first hydrogen bomb
1968: Mao dismisses the Red Guards (mainly young people who pledged unwavering support to his
actions)
1969: military clash between Soviet and Chinese forces on northern border of China
1971: military leader Lin Biao dies under suspicious circumstances in a plane crash over Inner
Mongolia, supposedly fleeing after a failed coup to oust Mao
1972: United States President Richard M. Nixon visits the PRC
1973: end of Vietnam War
1974: “Criticize Lin [Biao], criticize Confucius [Zhou Enlai]” campaign
1975: death of Nationalist leader Chiang Kai-shek
1975: Deng Xiaoping sends troops to Jiangsu Province, where badly needed coal and other supplies
have piled up because rebels have blocked the smooth flow of freight; it is a quick success that
instantly increases industrial production
1976: Tomb No. 5, excavated northwest of Xiaotun Village in Anyang, Henan Province, confirmed to
be that of late thirteenth century BCE warrior and queen Fu Hao of the Shang dynasty
1976: death of Communist leaders Mao Zedong, Zhou Enlai, and Zhu De; protestors gather in
Tiananmen Square, upset over removal of mourning displays for the recently deceased (and
popular) Zhou Enlai; square cleared by orders of the Gang of Four. (Not to be confused with the
more famous 1989 Tiananmen Square incident.)
1976: Deng Xiaoping declares that Mao Zedong was 70 percent correct and 30 percent mistaken
1976: Tangshan earthquake kills an estimated 250,000 people
1976: Gang of Four arrested a few weeks after Mao’s death
1977: Zhongli Incident in Taiwan: streets protests after accusations of vote rigging in favor of the
ruling Nationalist Party
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1978/1979: launch of economic reform under Deng Xiaoping at the Third Plenum of the 11th Congress
of the Communist Party in Beijing in December; Democracy Wall movement agitating for more
political liberalization occurs in Beijing, spreading across the country; it is closed down in the
spring of 1979 with one of its chief ringleaders, Wei Jingsheng, jailed for 15 years
1978: Chiang Kai-shek’s son, Chiang Ching-kuo, becomes president of the Republic of China (i.e.,
Taiwan); reelected in 1984
1978: United States President Jimmy Carter “de-recognizes” the Republic of China
1979: Kaohsiung Incident on Taiwan: pro-democracy demonstrators suppressed and jailed
1979: one-child policy introduced in PRC as population control measure; some estimates put
prevented births at 400 million
1980s: Chiang Ching-kuo implements “Three Nos” policy: “no contact, no compromise, and no
negotiation” with the PRC; the ROC is forced to breach this policy on 3 May 1986, following the
hijacking of a China Airlines cargo plane, which is forced to land in Guangzhou; the ROC sends a
delegation to negotiate for the return of the crew and plane
1980: creation of the first Special Economic Zone in Shenzhen, opposite Hong Kong; these become
the main economic interfaces between China and the outside economy
1982: China’s population reaches 1 billion
1985: Mikhail S. Gorbachev becomes general secretary of the Communist Party in the Soviet Union
1986: Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) forms in Taiwan; first opponent to ruling Nationalist Party
1987, 15 July: martial law officially ends in the ROC after nearly four decades
1989: Berlin Wall torn down
1989, 4 June: Tiananmen Square Incident; Deng Xiaoping widely criticized for not doing more to
prevent the violent suppression of the student protests
1991: Cold War ends with collapse of the Soviet Union; China now the largest remaining Communist
power
1991: suicide of Jiang Qing, wife of Mao Zedong and leader of the Gang of Four, main purgers during
the Cultural Revolution
1995: China Central Television (CCTV) broadcasts a thirty-episode television series titled Wu Zetian,
based on the life of China’s only female emperor (from the Tang dynasty)
1997: Hong Kong ceded back to China by Britain; becomes special administrative region (SAR) of China
1998: the China Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC) issues first Statistical Report on
Internet Development in China; issued twice yearly
1999: Macao becomes a special administrative region (SAR) of China; was colony of Portugal starting
in 1887
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2000: Nationalists on Taiwan lose election for the first time, to the Democratic Progressive Party
2001, 11 September: terrorist attacks on the United States
2001: China enters the World Trade Organization
2001: India’s population reaches 1 billion
2002: basketball player Yao Ming joins the National Basketball Association (NBA)’s Houston Rockets
2002/2003: Hu Jintao and Wen Jiabao become Party Secretary and Premier, respectively
2003: Soong Mei-ling, commonly known as Madame Chiang Kai-shek, dies in New York at age 106,
having lived through three centuries
2003: first Chinese crewed space program launched: the Shenzhou 5; third country in the world after
the Soviet Union and the United States
2004: Indian Ocean tsunami kills approximately 230,000 people in fourteen countries
2005: Han Han posts first blog; becomes China’s (and the world’s) most-read blogger
2008: relocation complete of over 1 million residents for construction of controversial Three
Gorges Dam
2008: Sichuan earthquake kills an estimated 68,000 people
2008: Olympic Games held in Beijing
2009: Tibetan monks begin campaign of self-immolation in protest of rule by the PRC
2012: Three Gorges Dam (on Yangzi) finished; world’s largest power generator
2012: Chinese Communist Party leader Xi Jinping’s “Chinese Dream” speech
2012: by December, China has 564 million Internet users, and an Internet penetration rate of
42.1 percent; China’s population reaches 1,349,585,838 people according to census
2013: trial of Bo Xilai, former rising star in Communist Party; sentenced to life in prison
2013: announcement of the relaxation of the one-child policy, as well as China’s system of labor
camps, although rights groups say the latter may only be cosmetic
2020: Xi Jinping’s first “Chinese Dream” goal: China will be a “moderately well-off society” by now,
the 100th anniversary of the Chinese Communist Party
2049: Xi Jinping’s second “Chinese Dream” goal: China will be a fully developed nation by now, the
100th anniversary of the People’s Republic of China
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Appendix 5:
Glossary of Pinyin Terms
This list contains terms and concepts discussed in the Berkshire Dictionary of Chinese
Biography, arranged alphabetically by pinyin pronunciation, and including traditional and
simplified characters.

Terms and Concepts

běnjué ᴀ㾝/ᴀ㾎—original enlightenment
(Buddhism)

A

Běnjì ᴀ㑾/ᴀ㋔—Basic Annals, section of Records
of the Grand Historian

àiguózhě ⠅㗙—patriot

běnlı̌ng ᴀ乚/ᴀ䷬—foundation (Buddhism)

ˉan ᅝ—peace

běnrán zhıˉ xìng ᴀ✊Пᗻ—original nature

B

biàn 䕽/䖃—argument

bà 䴌—hegemons (leader states)

biànfǎ ব⊩/䅞⊩—institutional reforms

baˉguà ܿऺ—eight trigrams. Figures used in the
Daodejing, used for divination.

biaˉnfáng 䖍䰆/䙞䰆—border defense

baˉgǔwén ܿ㙵᭛—“eight-legged essay”; formulaic
essay used in civil service examinations
báihuà ⱑ䆱/ⱑ䁅—vernacular language

biǎo 㸼—markers; chronological tables in Records
of the Grand Historian
bı̌jì ヨ䗍/ㄚ䎵—brush trace (painting technique)
bıˉng ݉—military force

băijiaˉ zheˉ ngmíng ⱒᆊѝ号/ⱒᆊ⠁勈—Hundred
Schools of Thought, also translated as “Let one
hundred schools contend,” referring to a
period during the late Zhou dynasty that gave
rise to many schools of philosophy

bóshì म—erudite

C

báimiáo ⱑᦣ—ink outline without color (painting)

cáirén ᠡҎ—“talent” (person)

bǎinián guóchı̌ ⱒᑈ㘏/ⱒᑈᘹ—”century of
humiliation” referring to the period 1839 to 1949,
when China was overrun by foreign powers

caˉnjuˉn খݯ/গ䒡—administrator

bǎojiǎ ֱ⬆—tithing policy
baˉoyıˉ ࣙ㸷—bondservants

cǎoshuˉ 㤝к/㤝—draft or fully cursive script
cè ㄪ—long disquisition, a type of essay
presenting strategies to tackle political and
social problems
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chájǔ ᆳВ/ᆳ㟝—official selection system
Chán ⽙/⽾—Chan Buddhism (Zen in Japanese)

dào 䘧—the Way, the proper [Confucian] Way;
circuit system
dàoshì 䘧—Daoist expert

Cháoxiǎn ᳱ剰—Korea
chéng 䆮/䁴—sincerity or integrity

dàotǒng 䘧㒳—transmission of the Way; the
orthodox transmission line of the Confucian
Dao between the sage-kings Yao and Shun

chìméi 䌸ⳝ—Red Eyebrow rebels (during Wang
Mang’s reign)

dàowènxué 䘧䯂ᄺ/䘧ଣᅌ—inquiry and study

chóngkaˉn 䞡ߞ—reprint edition

dào-xıˉn 䘧ᖗ—the mind-heart of the Way

chóngwén yìwǔ ዛ᭛ᡥ℺—phrase used to
describe the Song dynasty’s emphasizing of
the civil and de-emphasizing of the military

dàoxué 䘧ᄺ/䘧ᅌ—study of Dao, Daoism

Chóngwén Yuàn ዛ᭛䰶—Institute for the
Veneration of Literature (to collect books and
“talents,” i.e., people)

dàtóng ৠ—great unity
dé ᖋ—virtue, potency, key concept in Chinese
philosophy
dì faˉngzhì ഄᮍᖫ—local chronicles

Chǔcí Ἦ䕲/Ἦ䖁—Chu-style poetry, also the title
of a poetry anthology

diànshì ↓䆩/↓䀺—Palace Examination

Chuˉnqiuˉ juéyù ⾟އ⣅/⾟≎⤘—using the
Spring and Autumn Annals to judge; a system
of judgment based on the intention of the
accused, rather than concrete evidence

dı̌ng 哢—cauldron

cí ⼴—shrines

dìfaˉng xì ഄᮍ៣/ഄᮍ᠆—regional theater

dízi ワᄤ—bamboo flute
dú 䇏/䅔—literally “to read.” In Chinese
painting, the connoisseur “reads” the painting
as if it were a kind of text

cí 䆡/䀲 poetry—song lyrics or lyric poetry, sung
according to a number of set melodies

Duaˉnwǔ jieˉ ッज㡖/ッज㆔—The Dragon Boat
Festival

cìshı̌ ࠎ—regional inspector system

duˉhù fǔ 䛑ᡸᑰ/䛑䅋ᑰ—Tang protectorates

cìyùn ䷉—response poems using the same
rhyme words in the same sequence as the
original

dùn wù 乓ᙳ/䷧ᙳ—sudden awakening
(Buddhist concept)
duˉwèi 䛑ᇝ—chief commandant

cùn ᇌ—a traditional Chinese unit of measure
used in acupuncture

E
Èr Chéng Ѡ—Two Chengs, brothers Cheng
Hao and Cheng Yi

D
dà yùnhé 䖤⊇/䘟⊇—Grand Canal system
dàizhaò ᕙ䆣/ᕙ䀨—Candidate for Appointment
or Expectant Official
Dǎngxiàng ܮ乍 (Tangut)—people of north China

èrhuáng Ѡㇻ and xıˉpí 㽓Ⲃ—standard tune-types
for Peking Opera
Èrshíyıˉ tiáo Ѡकϔᴵ—Twenty-One Demands
(made by Japan in 1915)
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F

gǎnshaˉngshıˉ ᛳӸ䆫/ᛳڋ䀽—sentimental
poems

fǎ ⊩—literally “law” or “method.” As
Legalist concept: penal law, model, standard,
or law

gǎntoˉng ᛳ䗮—the transference of feelings with
other people

făjıˉa ⊩ᆊ—Legalist or school of law

gaˉo 催—loftiness (literally: high) of subject matter
of poetry

faˉng ᮍ—direction or region; medical formulae
faˉngshì ᮍ—magical practitioners
feˉ ibái 亲ⱑ/亯ⱑ—a calligraphy style
characterized by hollow strokes

gaˉobiǎo 催㸼—gnomon, device used to measure
the winter solstice
gaˉojí gànbù 催㑻ᑆ䚼/催㋮ᑍ䚼—high-level cadre
position

fánběn 㐕ᴀ—full-text recension (revised
edition)

goˉng bı̌ Ꮉヨ/Ꮉㄚ—refined brush (literally:
meticulous)

fǎwài zhıˉxíng ⊩Пᔶ—extra-legal punishment
feˉ ng 亢—airs (poetry)
feˉ ngshuı̌ 亢∈/乼∈—physiognomy

goˉng’àn ݀Ḝ (koˉan in Japanese)—collections or
public case
Gòngchǎndǎng ݅ѻܮ/݅⫶咼—Chinese
Communist Party (CCP)

Feˉ ng and Shàn ᇕ⽙ ceremony—a religious
sacrifice dating back to the Shang dynasty

goˉngrén ᎹҎ—artisans and craftsmen

feˉ ngjiàn ᇕᓎ—hereditary fiefdoms

Guaˉndì ݇Ᏹ/䮰Ᏹ—the Chinese god of war

fěngjiàn 䆑䇣/䃋䂿—suasive admonition

guǎngé 佚䯕/仼䭷—libraries and institutes

feˉ ngliú cáizı̌ 亢⌕ᠡᄤ—talented romantic; a term
associated with fondness for wine, women,
and song

guófeˉng 亢/乼—section of the Classic
of Poetry

fěngyùshıˉ 䆑䇩䆫/䃋䃁䀽—poems of satire and
allegory
fóxìng ԯᗻ—Buddha-nature
Fójiào ԯᬭ— Buddhism
fù 䌟/䊺—rhapsody (poetry)
fǔbıˉng ᑰ݉—militia system of part-time militiamen

guójiaˉ aˉnquánfǎ ᆊᅝܼ⊩/ᆊᅝܼ⊩—
martial law
Guómín gémìng juˉn ⇥䴽ੑݯ/⇥䴽ੑ䒡—
National Revolutionary Army (NRA)
Guómíndǎng ⇥ܮ/⇥咼—Nationalist Party
(GMD), also called Kuomintang (KMT),
particularly in Taiwan
gǔrén fǎ সҎ⊩—way of the ancients

fùgǔ স—returning to antiquity

gǔtı̌ shıˉ সԧ䆫/স储䀽 or gǔshıˉ স䆫/স䀽—
old-form or ancient style poetry

G
gǎigé kaˉifàng ᬍ䴽ᓔᬒ/ᬍ䴽䭟ᬒ—reform and
opening to the outside world (1970s)

gǔwén স᭛—ancient prose
gǔxué সᄺ/সᅌ—ancient studies
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H

jiǎgǔwén ⬆偼᭛—oracle-bone inscriptions

hǎiyáng tànsuǒ ⍋⋟㋶/⍋⋟㋶—maritime
explorations

jiaˉn’ài ݐ⠅/ݐᛯ—impartial caring, impartial
concern, or universal love; key concept in
Mohism

Hànlín Xuéyuàn 㗄ᵫᄺ䰶/㗄ᵫᅌ䰶—Hanlin
Academy

Jìnbùdǎng 䖯ℹ—ܮProgressive Party (Taiwan)
jı̌ng tián ѩ⬄ system—well-field system, equal
distribution of land

háofàng 䈾ᬒ—“heroic abandon” tradition,
initiated by masculine lyric in poetry

jìng ᭀ—composure, respect, reverence,
seriousness, reverential attention

hé —harmony
héqıˉn ҆/㽾 policy—an appeasement policy
hòufeˉ ng dìdòng yí 亢ഄࡼҾ/乼ഄࢩ—۔
earthquake weathervane invented by Zhang
Heng
hòuwǎng bólái ८ᕔ㭘ᴹ/८ᕔ㭘՚—phrase
meaning “giving generously to foreigners
overseas and bringing very little back home”
hóu փ—marquis

jıˉng 㒣/㍧—classics or scripture
Jıˉngjù Ҁ࠻/Ҁ࡛—Peking Opera
jıˉngzhoˉng bàoguó ㊒ᖴ/㊒ᖴฅ—to serve
the country with utmost loyalty
jìnshì keˉ 䖯⾥/䘆⾥—literary examinations
jıˉnshí xué 䞥ᄺ/䞥ᅌ—epigraphy
jìnshì 䖯/䘆—presented scholar

huaˉhú ࣪㚵—the conversion of the barbarians

jìntı̌ 䖥ԧ/䖥储 or jìntı̌shıˉ 䖥ԧ䆫/䖥储䀽—
modern-style poetry (i.e., regulated verse)

Huáinán baˉxiaˉn ⏂फܿҭ—Eight Immortals of
Huainan
huángjiaˉ liángcaˉng ⱛᆊ㊂ҧ/८ᕔ㭘՚—Imperial
Granary
Huáng-Lǎo 咗㗕 thought—a system of thought
attributed to the Yellow Emperor and Laozi

Jìxià xuégoˉng 》ϟᄺᅿ/》ϟᅌᆂ—Jixia
Academy
juéjù 㒱হ/㌩হ—quatrains (poetry)
juˉnfá ݯ䯔/䒡䭹—warlords
Juˉnjıˉ Chù ݯᴎ໘/䒡″㰩—Grand Council

huángmén shìláng 咘䮼ա䚢/咗䭔ա䚢—
Gentleman Attendant at the Palace Gate

juˉntián ഛ⬄—“equal field” system

Huángpǔ juˉnxiào 咘ඨݯ᷵/咗ඨ䒡᷵—Whampoa
Military Academy

juˉnzi ৯ᄤ—gentleman, lord, noble person
(Confucian concept)

huó ⌏—animating spirit (painting); literally: life

K
kǎishuˉ Ὃк/Ὃ—standard script

J
jiǎgǔ ⬆偼—oracle bones (ox bones or turtle
shells) used for divination during the Xia
and Shang dynasties

kǎojù 㗗/㗗—evidence verification; late Qing
tradition to reexamine cultural heritage
Kèjiaˉ ᅶᆊ—Hakka (people)
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keˉ jǔ ⾥В/⾥㟝 or keˉ jǔ kǎoshì ⾥В㗗䆩/⾥㟝㗗
䀺—civil service examination system

lìshuˉ 䲊к/䲌—clerical script (of the pre-Han
times)

keˉ tóu ⺩༈/⺩丁—kowtow

liùguaˉn ݁ᅬ—Six Ministries (Personnel,
Revenue, Rites, War, Justice, and Works)

Kǒngmiào ᄨᑭ/ᄨᒳ—Confucius temples
Kǒngzı̌ xuéyuàn ᄨᄤᄺ䰶/ᄨᄤᅌ䰶—Confucius
Institutes
kùlìtái dàhuì ᑧৄӮ (quriltai)—an assembly
(Mongolian)

lı̌xué ⧚ᄺ/⧚ᅌ—study (or teaching) of Principle
(also used to refer to Neo-Confucianism)
lı̌yì ⼐Н/⾂㕽—ritual and appropriateness
lìyı̌n ৣ䱤/ৣ䲅—hermitage in officialdom

Kuˉnqǔ ᯚ᳆—Kun Opera

lóng 啭/啡—dragon

L

lǜshıˉ ᕟ䆫/ᕟ䀽—five-word regulated verse
(poetry)

láng 䚢—Gentleman in Attendance

M

Lǎojuˉn 㗕৯ or Huáng Lǎojuˉn 咘㗕৯—(Yellow)
Lord Lao, referring to Laozi

máfèisàn 咏⊌ᬷ—an herbal medicine/
concoction

lèishuˉ ㉏к/串—classificatory works (e.g.,
encyclopedias)

májiàng 咏ᇚ/咏ᇛ—mahjong (game)

lì ߽—self-interest, profit

màncí ᜶䆡/᜶䀲—long lyric (poetry)

lı̌ ⧚—pattern of the universe, the Principle
lı̌ ⼐/⾂—(ritual) propriety or etiquette
(Confucian concept)

Máozédoˉng sıˉxiǎng ↯⋑ϰᗱᛇ/↯╸ᵅᗱᛇ—Mao
Zedong Thought (collected wisdom of Mao
Zedong)

liángzhıˉ 㡃ⶹ—moral knowledge

Měnggǔ 㩭স—Mongols

liánhuaˉ lòu hú 㦆㢅ⓣ໊/㫂㢅ⓣ—water clock
designed by Guo Shoujing

měnggǔbaˉo 㩭সࣙ—ger (sometimes called yurt),
Mongolian-style tent

Lı̌-Dù ᴢᴰ—Tang dynasty poets (and friends) Li
Bai and Du Fu

ménrén 䮼Ҏ/䭔Ҏ—disciple
ménxià shěng 䮼ϟⳕ/䭔ϟⳕ—Chancellery

Lièzhuàn ߫Ӵ/߫—ڇmemoirs (or biographies);
section in Records of the Grand Historian

miǎnyì qián ܡᕍ䪅/ܡᕍ䣶—Hired Service
system (kind of tax)

lı̌jiǎ 䞠⬆/㺣⬆—Ming dynasty census system

mìgé ⾬䯕/⾬䭷—Imperial Archives

lı̌jiào ⼐ᬭ/⾂ᬭ—rituals

mínbıˉng zǔzhıˉ ⇥݉㒘㒛/⇥݉㌘㐨—guerilla units

lı̌ngjiě 乚㾷/䷬㾷—moment of enlightenment
(Buddhims)

Míng sì dàjiaˉ ᯢಯᆊ—Four Great Masters of
the Ming (painters)

línshí xiànfǎ Јᯊᅾ⊩/㞼ᰖឆ⊩—temporary
constitution

mìng ੑ—God’s mandate or destiny; literally fate
or to obey
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míngjıˉng ᯢ㒣/ᯢ㍧—illumination of the
classics

piánwén 停᭛/侶᭛—parallel prose
pú —کsimpleton (Daoist notion)

Mı̌nnárén 䯑फҎ/䭽फҎ—Hokkiens

pǔluó wénxué ᱂㔫᭛ᄺ/᱂㕙᭛ᅌ—proletarian
literature

mínsheˉ ng ⇥⫳—socialism
mínzhǔ jìnbù dǎng ⇥Џ䖯ℹܮ/⇥Џ䘆ℹ咼 or
mínjìndǎng ⇥䖯ܮ/⇥䘆咼—Democratic
Progressive Party (DPP), Taiwan

Q

mínzú yıˉngxióng ⇥ᮣ㣅䲘—national hero

qı̌ guˉi вᔦ/в⅌ or qı̌ găi вᬍ—requesting
release from, or transfer of, office

Mòjiaˉ ᆊ—Mohist school or Mohists; name for
followers of Mozi

qì ఼—instruments
qí ༛—strangeness; extraordinariness (subject
matter of poetry)

mòméi ṙ—paintings of plums done with
simple strokes in calligraphy ink

qì ⇨/⇷—spirit; vital energy; energetic vapors;
the basis of life force

N
nánxún फᎵ—southern inspections tours (made
by emperors, as well as Deng Xiaoping)

qián cǎo àn 䪅㤝Ḝ/䣶㤝Ḝ—money drafts
(precursor to paper money)
qiaˉnjiè líng 䖕⬠Ҹ/䙋⬠Ҹ—scorched earth policy

Nèigé dà xuéshì ݙ䯕ᄺ/ܻ䭷ᅌ—Grand
Secretary

Qìdaˉn ༥Ѝ—Khitan

nèishı̌ shěng ܻⳕ—Secretariat

qìgoˉng ⇨ࡳ/⇷ࡳ—practice to cultivate and
balance vital energy (qi)

niànfó ᗉԯ—Amitabha Buddha

qílín 呦味—a unicorn-like creature

niánpǔ ᑈ䈅/ᑈ䄰—general chronological
survey

qíng ᚙ—feelings or emotions
qıˉngguaˉn ⏙ᅬ—pure officials
qıˉnglǜ shaˉnshuı̌ 䴦㓓ቅ∈/䴦㍴ቅ∈—blue green
landscape (painting)

O
ordon—Mongolian palace

qıˉngmiáo fǎ 䴦㢫⊩—Green Shoots policy
(agricultural reform policy) by Wang Anshi

ordu—Mongolian court

Qıˉnchá ℑᆳ/ℑᆳ (Qipchaq)—a confederation of
pastoralists and warriors (Eurasian steppe)

P
pıˉ má cuˉn 咏Ⲉ—hemp-fiber wrinkles, texture
strokes (painting)

qírén ᮫Ҏ—Bannermen
qízì ༛ᄫ—strange script

pı̌ Ⱚ—obsession

Qıˉng baˉng ⏙ᐂ/⏙ᐿ—Green Gang

piaˉn ㆛—essays

quˉbı̌ ᳆ヨ/᳆ㄚ—distortions (literary device)
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the Yellow Emperor, Yu the Great, Yao, Shun,
and Yu)

R
rén ҕ—benevolence, humanity (Confucian
concept)

saˉnjiào ϝᬭ—Three Teachings: Confucianism,
Daoism, and Buddhism

réndào Ҏ䘧—Human Way
rénpı̌n Ҏક—moral rectitude
rén-xıˉn Ҏᖗ—human mind-heart
rénxìng è Ҏᗻᙊ/Ҏᗻᚵ—the depravity (or evil)
of human nature
rénxìng shàn Ҏᗻ—the goodness of human
nature (Mencius)

saˉnmín zhǔyì ϝ⇥ЏН/ϝ⇥Џ㕽—Sun Yat-sen’s
Three Principles of the People: nationalism
(mínzú ⇥ᮣ), democracy (mínquán ⇥⃞), and
welfare (mínsheˉ ng ⇥⫳)
sǎnqǔ ᬷ᳆—convivial and colloquial genre of
songs (poetry)
saˉo 偮/個—a poetic genre named after Qu Yuan’s
famous poem “Lisao”

rénxìng Ҏᗻ—human nature

shaˉnrén ቅҎ—mountain hermits

rénzhèng ҕᬓ—benevolent rule
Róurán ᶨ✊—Avars

shè —regent

rú biǎo fǎ lı̌ ۦ㸼⊩㺵—Confucian in appearance
but Legalist in substance

sheˉ ng sheˉ ng ⫳⫳—production and reproduction

rú ۦ/rújıˉa ۦᆊ—Confucianism or Confucian
scholars; the term originally referred to
ritualist specialist at early Chinese courts

shényıˉ ⼲ए/⼲䝿—divine doctor

shèngrén Ҏ/㘪Ҏ—ancient sages

shì dàifuˉ —gentle worthies (Confucian
scholars)

S

shì /ࢶ—positional power (Legalism)

saˉn kǔ nián ϝ㢺ᑈ—three bitter years (referring
to 1960–1962, aftermath of the Great Leap
Forward)
saˉn bù zhèngcè ϝϡᬓㄪ—Three Nos policy: no
contact, no compromise, and no negotiation
ϡ㾺, ϡ䇜߸, ϡཹण (Chiang Ching-Kuo,
1980s, referring to dealings with the People’s
Republic of China)

shì —scholar, scholar-official, officer-aspirants,
knight, retainer
shí ᅲ/ᆺ—literally: true; immediate and tangible
(subject matter of poetry)
shıˉ 䆫/䀽—poetry style characterized by fixedlength lines and rhyme placement on the final
syllable of every couplet
shìbósıˉ Ꮦ㠊ৌ—maritime supervisorates

saˉncái ϝᠡ—three powers (heaven, men, and
earth)

Shı̌bù ৣ䚼—Department of Personnel

Saˉngaˉng wǔcháng ϝ㒆Ѩᐌ—three principles
of submissive and five virtuous relations
(Confucianism)

shìfeˉ i ᰃ䴲—right and wrong

Saˉnhuáng wǔdì ϝⱛѨᏱ—three sage-sovereigns
and five emperors of mythical times (including

Shìjiaˉ Ϫᆊ—Hereditary Houses; section of
Records of the Grand Historian
shìláng ա䚢—Attendant Gentleman
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shıˉrù jıˉlín 䆫ܹ叵ᵫ/䀽ܹ䲲ᵫ—having one’s
poems enter Rooster Woods; a popular saying
describing a poet’s widespread fame

T

shíshì qiúshì ᅲџ∖ᰃ/ᆺџ∖ᰃ—Seek the truth
(correct path) from facts (Mao Zedong)

tàijí ᵕ/Ὁ—Supreme Ultimate

shìzhoˉng աЁ—Palace Attendant

Tàipíng ᑇ—Great Peace

Shòushí Lì ᥜᯊग़/ᥜᰖᲚ—calendric system
developed by Guo Shoujing and Wang Xun

Tàishàng dàojún Ϟ䘧৯—Highest Lord of the dao

shù ér bù zuò 䗄㗠ϡ—only elaborate but not
create; general characterization of Confucian
scholars

tàishıˉ Ꮬ/—chieftain

Shuˉ к/—literally: book; Treatises, section of
Records of the Grand Historian.

Tài xué ᄺ/ᅌ—Grand Academy

tàijiàn ⲥ/ⲷ—(grand) eunuchs

tàishàng huáng Ϟⱛ—retired emperor

ténggélı̌ 㝒Ḑ䞠/倄Ḑ㺣—Tengriism, the worship
of the sky traditionally practiced by Mongols
tí huà shıˉ 乬⬏䆫/丠⬿䀽—poems on paintings

shù ᴃ/㸧—techniques (Legalism)

tiaˉn —Heaven; a transcendent entity

shuˉhuì кӮ/᳗—study societies

tiaˉndào 䘧—Heaven’s Way

sıˉchóu zhıˉ lù ϱ㓌П䏃/㍆㍶П䏃—Silk Roads

tiaˉngaˉn ᑆ/ᑍ—Heavenly Stems

Sìdà qíshuˉ ಯ༛к/ಯ༛—Four
Masterworks of the Ming (vernacular
novels)

tiaˉnlı̌ ⧚—Heavenly Principle
tiaˉnmìng ੑ—Mandate of Heaven

Sìge xiàndàihuà ಯϾ⦄ҷ࣪/ಯ⧒ןҷ࣪—Four
modernizations: science and technology,
industry, agriculture, and national defense
(1980s)
Sìrén baˉng ಯҎᐂ/ಯҎᐿ—Gang of Four,
originally called the Cultural Revolution Small
Group (Jiaˉng Qıˉng ∳䴦 Wáng Hóngwén ⥟⋾
᭛, Zhaˉng Chuˉnqiáo ᓴḹ, and Yáo
Wényuán ྮ᭛)ܗ
Sìshuˉ ಯк/ಯ—Four Books (Analects, Mencius,
Doctrine of the Mean, Great Learning)

Tiaˉnshıˉ dào Ꮬ䘧—Celestial Masters Daoism; an
indigenous Chinese religion
tiaˉnxià ϟ—all under Heaven
tiaˉnzhì  ᖫ—Will of Heaven
tíchàng ᦤଅ (teishoˉ in Japanese)—(Daoist)
practice involving performing a message
rather than explaining it
Tiělè 䪕ࢦ/䨉ࢦ tribes—ancestors of the modern
Uygurs
tı̌rèn ԧ䅸/储䁡—embodiment and recognition

sòng 乖/䷠—hymns; section of the Classic of
Poetry

Tóngménghuì ৠⲳӮ/ৠⲳ᳗—Revolutionary
Alliance

soˉu —old gentleman

toˉngshı̌ 䗮—general history

sù ㋴—common (people)

tǒngzhì 㒳ࠊ/㍅ࠊ—sub-prefect

suàn fù ㅫ䌟/ㅫ䊺—counting tax (Former Han)

Tǔfaˉn 㮽—Tibetans
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tuıˉ eˉ n líng ᘽҸ—Decree of Extending Favor,
allowing kings to divide their territory among
all their sons, not only the eldest one
tuıˉ —moral extension; literally: to push
tuıˉguaˉn ᅬ—assistant magistrate; judge

wúniàn ᮴ᗉ/⛵ᗉ—no-thought (Buddhism)
wǔqínxì Ѩ⾑៣/Ѩ⾑᠆—the frolics of the
five animals: exercise regime based on the
movements of the tiger, deer, bear, ape, and
crane

Tuˉjué さॹ—Turks

wúwèi ᮴Ў/⛵⚎—effortless action, non-action,
non-coersive action (Daoist concept)

W

wǔxíng Ѩ㸠—Five Phases or Five Elements
(wood, water, earth, air, and fire); key concept
in Chinese (mainly Daoist) philosophy

wàicháo ᳱ—outer court

wúyòng ᮴⫼/⛵⫼—social “uselessness”

wàiqì —relatives of the empress
wáng ⥟—generic term for King

X

wànhùzhì ϛ᠋ࠊ/㨀᠊ࠊ (tümen)—army of ten
thousand (Mongolians)

xıˉ wángmǔ 㽓⥟↡—Queen Mother of the West
xıˉ ݂—euphonic particle in poetry

wǎnyueˉ ဝ㑺/ဝ㋘—delicate restraint

Xıˉ ⑾—Mongol tribe inhabiting Mongolia and
Manchuria

wěi Ӿ/ّ—a second or artificial nature
wěidà dǎoshıˉ ӳᇐᏜ/؝ᇢ—great teacher
(referring to Mao Zedong)
wèifaˉ থ/ⱐ—un-aroused state (Confucian
concept)

xiá մ—wandering knights errant
xiàn xué ওᄺ/㏷ᅌ—local district academy
xiàngguó Ⳍ/Ⳍ—prime minister in ancient
China

wèiwoˉ Ў៥/⚎៥—acting for the sake of oneself
wén yì fù xıˉng ᭛㡎݈/᭛㮱㻛㟜—cultural
revival

xiaˉngshì е䆩/䛝䀺—provincial-level
examination
xiánshìshıˉ 䯆䗖䆫/䭥䘽䀽—poems of leisure and
content

wén ᭛—culture; a simple character, graphs

xiaˉo yáo yóu 䗡䘹䘞/䗡䘭䘞—wandering beyond
(Daoism)

wèn 䯂/ଣ and nán 䲒/䲷—questioning and
challenging; teaching and argumentative
technique

xiǎokǎi ᇣὋ—small formal style (painting)

wénrén ᭛Ҏ—a literati or intellectual

xiǎolìng ᇣҸ—short lyric (poetry)

wényǎn ᭛㿔—literary language

xiăopı̌n ᇣક—informal essay

wǔjıˉng bóshì Ѩ㒣म/Ѩ㍧म—masters of the
Five (Confucian) Classics

xiǎozhuàn ᇣ㆚—small-seal script (Warring States
Period, Qin dynasty)

wǔjǔ ℺В/℺㟝—military examination (Tang
dynasty)

xiě yì ݭᛣ/ᆿᛣ—broad brushstrokes, literally
“freehand” (painting)
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xiě ݭ/ᆿ—literally “to write”; a painter “writes”
a painting, just like calligraphy
xıˉn ᖗ—heart or mind

yàzhoˉu sì xiǎolóng Ѯ⌆ಯᇣ啭/Ѳ⌆ಯᇣ啡—four
little dragons of Asia (Taiwan, Hong Kong,
South Korea, Singapore)
yı̌ yí zhì yí ҹ་ࠊ་—“using the barbarians to
manage the barbarians”

xıˉnfǎ ᮄ⊩—New Policy (Wang Anshi, Song
dynasty)

yì Н/㕽—righteousness, rightness, propriety,
justice (Confucian concept)

xìng tı̌ xıˉn yòng ᗻԧᖗ⫼/ᗻ储ᖗ⫼—nature is
substance and the mind-heart is function

yıˉběn ϔᴀ—one-rootedness (Confucian concept)

xíng ߥ—penal law
xìng ᗻ—human nature, natural tendency, inner
tendencies inborn pattern guiding a thing’s
development

Yıˉn ↋—Shang dynasty
yìn 㤿/㬁—hereditary privilege system

xíngmíng ߥৡ—the matching of claims and
achievements. See also zhengming.

yıˉn 䰈/䲅 and yáng 䰇/䱑—oppositional forces
or simply opposites (key concepts in Chinese
philosophy)

xíngshuˉ 㸠к/㸠—running or semi-cursive
script

yıˉngmíng lı̌ngxiù 㣅ᯢ乚㹪/㣅ᯢ䷬㹪—wise
leader (referring to Hua Guofeng)

xıˉnxué ᖗᄺ/ᖗᅌ—study of mind

yı̌nshì 䱤/䲅—hermit-scholars

Xioˉngnú ࣜ—nomadic people of northeast
China

yòng ⫼—function

xiùcái ⾔ᠡ—elementary scholar

yóuwù ᇸ⠽—extraordinary beauty

xuˉ 㰮—false/empty

yù héng ⥝㸵—jade rings

xuǎnjǔ 䗝В/䙌㟝—recruitment of state officials

yuè Ф/ῖ— ceremonial) music

xuǎnshì 䗝䆩/䙌䀺—placement examination

Yuèfǔ Фᑰ/ῖᑰ—Music Bureau; old ballads,
folk songs

xuéshì ᄺ/ᅌ—“learned worthy,” scholar

Yòu shíyí েᣒ䘫—Commissioner of the Right

yǔlù 䇁ᔩ/䁲䣘—spoken record

Y
yǎ 䲙—odes; section of the Classic of Poetry
yǎng sheˉ ng ⫳ݏ/仞⫳—nourishing life
yàngbǎnxì ḋᵓ៣/ῷᵓ᠆—model operas
Yángzhoˉu baˉ guài ᡀᎲܿᗾ/Ꮂܿᗾ—Eight
Eccentrics of Yangzhou (painters)
Yǎnshèng Goˉng 㸡݀/㸡㘪݀—Duke for
Perpetuating the Sage, title given to
descendants of Confucius

yùshı̌ shàngshì ᕵϞ—Senior Worthy of the
Censorate
yùshı̌ ᕵ/⽺—local censor
yùshı̌tái ᕵৄ/⽺ৄ—member of the Censorate

Z
zǎixiàng ᆄⳌ—chief ministers
zálǜ ᴖᕟ/䲰ᕟ—regulated verses in various
forms (poetry)
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zàn 䌲/䋞—the cultivation of Heaven and Earth
záwén ᴖ᭛/䲰᭛—polemical essays

zoˉngzhèng ᅫℷ—superintendent of the imperial
clan
zòngzi ㊑ᄤ—rice wrapped in leaves

zhěnglı̌ guógù ᭈ⧚ᬙ/ᭈ⧚ᬙ—
reorganization of the national heritage

zǔndéxìng ᄬᖋᗻ—moral nature

zhèngmíng ℷৡ—rectification of names

Events and Movements

Zhèngshı̌ ℷ—standard histories

Ānshı̌ zhıˉluàn ᅝПх/ᅝПі—An Lushan
Rebellion, also known as An and Shi Revolts
(755–763)

zhì xìng 㟇ᗻ—a person’s substantial
characteristics
zhì ᱎ—wisdom

Bǎi huaˉ yùndòng ⱒ㢅䖤ࡼ/ⱒ㢅䘟ࢩ—Hundred
Flowers Campaign (1956)

zhìguài ᖫᗾ—tales of the strange (literature)
zhíguaˉn 㘠ᅬ/㙋ᅬ—bureaucratic system

Bǎirì wéixıˉn ⱒ᮹㓈ᮄ/ⱒ᮹㎁ᮄ—Hundred Days
Reform (1898)

zhìkeˉ ࠊ⾥ or zhìjǔ ࠊВ/ࠊ㟝—Decree
Examination

Báisè kǒngbù ⱑ㡆ᘤᗪ—White Terror, purge of
Communists

zhoˉng ᖴ—loyalty
zhoˉngcháo Ёᳱ—inner court

Dàyuèjìn 䎗䖯/䑡䘆—Great Leap Forward
(1958)

zhoˉngjí gànbù Ё㑻ᑆ䚼/Ё㋮ᑍ䚼—middle-cadre
position

Fénshuˉ ⛮к/⛮—burning of books (Qin
dynasty, 213 bce)

Zhoˉngxué wèi tı̌, Xıˉxué wèi yòng ЁᄺЎԧ,
㽓ᄺЎ⫼/Ёᅌ⚎储, 㽓ᅌ⚎⫼—Chinese values
as foundation, Western techniques for practical
application

Gaˉoxióng Shìjiàn 催䲘џӊ/㕢Бቯџӊ—
Kaohsiung (Gaoxiong) Incident, prodemocracy demonstrators suppressed and
jailed (1979, Taiwan)

zhoˉu Ꮂ—prefects (geography)

Gǔwén jiaˉ স᭛ᆊ—Old Text School of
Confucianism; sober-minded form of thought
that freed Confucianism from its early Han
intermingling with yin-yang five-phase
cosmology and prognostication

zhoˉujùn Ꮂ䚵—administrative geography
zhuàngyuán ⢊ܗ/⢔—ܗsomebody who
achieves the highest score in the civil service
examinations
zhǔbù Џ㈓—Keeper of Records
zì ᄫ—a compound character; written words

Gǔwén yùndòng স᭛䖤ࡼ/স᭛䘟ࢩ—ancient
style (old) prose movement (Tang and Song
dynasties)
Hànxué ∝ᄺ/⓶ᅌ—Han Teaching (Learning)
movement (Qing dynasty)

zìrán 㞾✊—spontaneity
zoˉng ᅫ—lineage (Daoism)
Zǒnglı̌ Yámén ᘏ⧚㸭䮼/㐑⧚㸭䭔—office for
foreign affairs

Kàngrì Zhànzheˉ ng ᡫ᮹ѝ/ᡫ᮹᠄⠁—War of
Resistance against Japan (Chinese name of
Second Sino-Japanese War) (1937–1945)
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Kǎojù xué 㗗ᄺ/㗗ᅌ—Evidential Studies
(Qing dynasty)

Wǔsì yùndòng Ѩಯ䖤ࡼ/Ѩಯ䘟ࢩ—May Fourth
Movement (1919–1923)

Měng-Jıˉn zhànzheˉ ng 㩭䞥ѝ/㩭䞥᠄⠁—
Mongol-Jin Dynasty War (1211–1234)

Wùxuˉ biànfǎ ០ব⊩/០䅞⊩—Hundred Days
Reform. See Bǎirì wéixıˉn ⱒ᮹㓈ᮄ

Nánchaˉng qı̌yì फᯠ䍋Н/फᯠ䍋㕽—Nanchang
Uprising (1927)

Xıˉn wénhuà yùndòng ᮄ᭛࣪䖤ࡼ/ᮄ᭛࣪䘟ࢩ—
New Culture Movement (mid-1910s to 1920s)

Niǎnjuˉn qı̌yì ᥏ݯ䍋Н/ᩮ䒡䍋㕽—Nian Rebellion
(1851–1868)

Xıˉnhài gémìng 䕯ѹ䴽ੑ—Xinhai (Republican)
Revolution (1911); toppled Qing dynasty

Nóngcuˉn Xìjù Yùndòng ݰᴥ៣࠻䖤ࡼ/䖆ᴥ᠆࡛
䘟ࢩ—Village Drama Movement (1943–1945)

Xuánwǔ mén zhıˉ biàn ⥘℺䮼Пব/⥘℺䭔П䅞—
Xuanwu Gate Incident (Tang dynasty,
625 ce)

Pıˉ Lín pıˉ Kǒng ᡍᵫᡍᄨ—“Criticize Lin [Biao],
criticize Confucius [Zhou Enlai]” campaign
(1974)

Yángwù yùndòng ⋟ࡵ䖤ࡼ/⋟ࢭ䘟ࢩ—SelfStrengthening Movement (c. 1861–1895)

Qıˉ guó zhıˉ luàn ϗПх/ϗПі—Rebellion of
the Seven Kingdoms (154 bce)

Yaˉpiàn Zhànzheˉ ng 叺⠛ѝ/勝⠛᠄⠁—First
Opium War (1839–1842)

Saˉn fǎn-Wǔ fǎn ϝডѨড—Three and Five Antis
campaigns (1951–1952)

Yígǔpài ⭥স⌒—Doubting Antiquity School
(early 20th century)

Tóng Zhì Zhoˉngxıˉng ৠ⊏Ё݈/ৠ⊏Ё㟜—
Tongzhi Restoration (1860–1874, put forth by
Empress Dowager Cixi)

Yìhétuán yùndòng Нಶ䖤ࡼ/㕽೬䘟ࢩ—
Boxer Rebellion (1899–1901)

Wénhuà dàgémìng ᭛࣪䴽ੑ—Cultural
Revolution (1966–1976)
Wuˉgǔ zhıˉhuò Ꮏ㲞П⽌/Ꮏ㸅П⽡—witchcraft
persecution (Han dynasty)

Zhěngfeˉ ng yùndòng ᭈ亢䖤ࡼ/ᭈ乼䘟ࢩ—Yan’an
Rectification Movement (1942–1944)
Zhoˉngrì Zhànzheˉ ng Ё᮹⠁/Ё᮹᠄⠁—First
Sino-Japanese War (1894–1895)
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